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February 22 7 1999 Abstract Given a polynomial p in d variables and of degree n we want to find a best Lz-approximation over the d-simplex from polynomials of degree m < n. This problem is shown to be equivalent to the problem of finding the best Euclidean approximation of the Bernstein-Dezier coefficients of p from the space of degree-raised Bernsteill-Bezicr codlid(~nts of polynomials of degree m. [4] which also contains a summary of earlier literature on economization. As a biproduct of the proof we obtain an orthogonal basis for poynomials over the unit simplex that may serve as an alternative to the orthogonal bases in power form derived for cubature formulae in [5, 6, 2 Characterization of degree-raised polynomials
The linear space of polynOlniais of degree less than or equal to n is denoted by 11"", where it is convenient to let IP'-I = {OJ. ' We shall use two different bases of Since lP'm,1l is the orthogonal complement with respect to both norms, p is the minimizer in both norms. t><l The following corollary affirms that the degree reduction process factors, e.g. k-fold degree reduction by one yields the same best approximant as a single reduction by k degrees. This is of interest, for example, when seeking an approximant of least degree that still lies within a prescribed tolerance.
B"(x)b~L (B"wO,B"b)E(-l)lol(:)x o .

Corollary 4.2 Denote byPm,n the linear operator mapping polynomials Bnb
The factorization of degree reduction is well-known in the L 2 -case, non-trivial to prove directly in the discrete Euclidean case, and in general false in other norm5, e.g. for Chebyshev approximation.
Practical considerations and an example
In practice, one is often interested in the BB form p = B"'e of the best degree reduction to the polynomial Bnb. In order to compare coefficients, p has to We obtain for instance 
